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~FOUR HORSE STORIES~
genre: fantasy, queer

Logline: The dead horses come back reincarnated as humans to do the things
they thought about at the last moment before death.

Ýildyz (steel gold Akhal teke) - sassy style, wild attitude, yet kind deep inside
Yadigar (light brown Karabakh) - a sympathetic and gentle introvert
Daniyar (black Jabe) - playful, kind, and strong
Bozer (gray Altai) - calm, and gentleman

When the horses asked the spirit guide why they were able to come back, the
spirit guide said it’s usually applied for ace creatures. You get a second chance
before reincarnation or going to the soul land.

Fun Facts: They sleep on their feet for a while but give up as it's a human body.
The beautiful Akhal-teke's face gets funny-ugly while sleeping.

Ýildyz was a victim of the poaching. He was killed during transportation as he
managed to break locks getting wounded. He came back to unveil the bad guys
so they would not hurt the other horses. He approached an inspector whom he
remembers from the past visits. The ex-horse guy cannot sit for a long time and
asks if he can just stand up. Then the man said he's lucky to be a tourist so he
can wear catchy clothes but it's better to be modest. Ýildyz said that all animals
walk around naked and kind of got uncomfortable saying how the humans look
at the animals then?
Ýildyz had a rival horse Copper (he recognized human Ýildyz immediately) with
whom he would fight but at the end horse helped them to catch the bad guys as
well. Ýildyz and Copper bid farewell peacefully.

Yadigar was a muse of a female artist after her depression treatment. He died in
an international festival because of a dangerous situation caused by security
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negligence. He came back to help her find a new muse. “He was a true
gentleman,” said the artist.
“You flatter me”.
“Huh?”
“I mean… He would say something like that”.
Through communication with Yadigar and exploring new places together, the
artist discovered new inspirations and began to create again.

Daniyar was a farmer’s grandson’s pet. During fire in the neighborhood stable
barn, he rushed in to save a foal to not let his human friend get in there. A piece
of roof fell on him and he died. He came back to comfort his friend and help his
crush to open up to his friend. As a horse, the friend's crush opened up to
Daniyar that he is in love with his friend, so the horse tried to push him to the
other to let open up. But the crush miserably failed. The crush then was jealous
of human Daniyar seeing him being close with his friend. Turned back in human
form, Daniyar used techniques he saw from BL movies and series (he used to
watch with his friend) to get the guys together.
Daniyar was a weak foal and his mom died too soon, so the teen who stayed
with granddad, took him from the neighbor and looked after him. As a horse he
would lie down beside his friend putting his chin on the guy’s leg to pat his
head.
The crush confessed his feelings to his friend. Then to his cytologist parents that
he likes cats. The parents said it's okay, you said it as you are gay, and he
confirmed it. The parents accepted him after thinking about it.

Bozer was saved by a little girl before his owners put him to sleep because of
being traumatized and old. Several years later he died because of old age. But
came back to comfort the girl during her illness treatment before surgery.


